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Author-restaurateur
has the perfect

playbook for this
football party staple

R E C I P E S

Lentil, Sweet Potato
and Ancho Chili

•

Pork and Whiskey
Chili

•

El Real’s Chili con
Carne

•

Homemade Chili
Powder 
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OVER THE NEXT FEW WEEKS,

there will be lots of wrangling, from spirited

sports bars to folks’ living room couches, over

which NFL teams will conquer their opponents and

secure a coveted spot in Super Bowl 50 on Feb. 7. ■ I

don’t care all that much who ultimately wins. I’m one of

those people football purists despise: the viewer who sim-

ply likes a good game. This has created conflict with some of

my close friends who happen to be from, say, Wisconsin or

Pittsburgh, who find me less than amusing. So, to ensure I

don’t offend any friends over the next few weeks, I’m going to

host several smaller playoff parties and skip the usual Su-

per Bowl bonanza. The starting quarterback for these

parties will be chili. ■ Why? It’s generally easy to prep,

inexpensive to make, and, most importantly, provides

gut-warming sustenance for large groups of peo-

ple. It’s also a vehicle for numerous iconic and

regional dishes such as chili burgers, chili

fries and New Mexico Frito Pie. But

more on them later. ■ First,

let’s check in with 

BY SUSAN RUSSO

The pick: Safe Catch wild
tuna and albacore

Why it rates: Safe Catch
tuna is setting a high bar for
quality and safety in the indus-
try. The company says it only
buys from fishermen whose
catch methods minimize
environmental impact. Every
fish is tested for mercury
levels before purchase, and
the resulting canned product
is 90 percent lower than the

FDA’s mercury limit. The fish
also contains five times the
Omega 3s found in most
leading brands of tuna. 

Info: Available at Sprouts
and Kiel’s markets and Krisp
Beverages & Natural Foods. A
5-ounce can of wild tuna is
about $3.50; wild albacore is
about $4.50. Also available
online (in six packs) at safe-
catch.com.

CANNED TUNA
RAISES THE BAR

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
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In Moroccan and Middle Eastern

cooking, the lemon is treated much

differently than here in the U.S. And

it’s a difference I love. 

While Americans tend to focus on

the zest and the juice of the lemon, in

the Middle East it is the rind that is

prized. That’s because they preserve

their lemons, softening the rind and

essentially pickling it with a long soak

in a brine of salt and juice. You won’t

believe the taste when you try them. 

I have wanted to make these for

the longest time but never got around

to it. Which is kind of silly, because the

recipe is simple. Part of it was the fact

that for those of us who are fond of

immediate gratification, these don’t

offer much in that department. Plus,

every time I felt like making them, it

was because I saw them in a recipe

that I wanted to make that very in-

stant (frequently, some variation of

chicken with olives and preserved

lemons), and it was too frustrating to

imagine waiting. 

But I got over it, and with just 10

minutes of effort I had a jar of lemons

marinating away in a salt-and-juice

bath. Now, about 4 weeks later, my

preserved lemons are open for busi-

ness. 

Preserved lemons last for up to 9

months, so the perseverance and

patience will pay off for weeks and

weeks. The flavor is still that of a

lemon, but more muted, and the rind

will have softened quite a bit and have

a nice, gentle, chewy texture. I’m so

excited to use them (finally!) in that

chicken dish with olives. And I plan to

use the rest in pasta dishes, ceviche, 

PRESERVED LEMONS ARE WORTH THE WAIT
BY KATIE WORKMAN

Preserved lemons, a staple of Moroccan and Middle Eastern cooking,
are easy to make. It just takes a little effort and a lot of patience —
about 10 minutes of prep, then four weeks for lemons to marinate.
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